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ク（inherent risk : IR），統制リスク（control risk : 
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　In this article, we overview changes and their background of auditing approach based on 
audit risk model （audit risk approach） in the Japanese Auditing Standards, and discuss the 
meaning of their changes.  In Japan, the concept of audit risk approach was introduced formally 
on the revision of the Auditing Standards in 1991 for the first time, and the standards was 
revised regarding the application of the concept in 2002 and 2005.  In conclusion, we point out 
the followings.  （1） The concept of audit risk approach has been developed in the course of 
“expectation gap” discussions in the United States in order to minimize and reduce the gap 
between the auditors’ actual standard of performance and the various public expectations.  （2） 
The foreign pressure such as a “legend clause” statement in auditing report by the big five 
auditing firms in the United States, was one of the major driving forces in the application of 
the audit risk approach concept in Japanese Auditing Standards, although the concept had not 
been penetrated among the Japanese auditing professions for almost ten years.  （3） We point 
out that the inherent risk concept has been changed in substance since adopting the business 
risk approach because of the audit of internal control.  We should not see the concept of risk 
of material misstatement as just the combination risk of the inherent risk and the control risk, 
because the internal control audit has changed the scope and essence of those risks.  
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